The spectral theory of Roelke and Selberg provides a decomposition of the space of square integrable automorphic forms for the group SL(2) in terms of eigenfunctions of the non-Euclidean Laplacian and of the Hecke operators. The main result of the paper uses the Roelke-Selberg theory to give an interpretation of the /.-functions of Rankin type as "multiplicity factors" in the decomposition of the product of a nonholomorphic Eisenstein series and a cusp form.
Let H denote the upper half plane and Y the modular group. As is well known the spectral decomposition of the space L2(Y\H) contains a discrete and a continuous part [l,p. 62] . It is also known that a basis for the discrete part can be chosen to consist of eigenfunctions for all the Hecke operators including the Laplacian. The integral kernel describing the continuous part involves real analytic Eisenstein series and these are also eigenfunctions for the Hecke operators. The aim of this note is to give an explicit decomposition for the product of a function in the discrete part with one in the continuous part. 
